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Tamping by Machine,.
The complete outfit for machine finishing includes a power sub-
grader, a mixer of 1 cu. yd. or more, a power-driven machine for
spreading, and a finishing machine for smoothing off the& concrete;
a power-driven longitudinal float may be used for removing trans-
verse irregularities—the machines should be able to work on curves.
In some cases the finishing machine operates a belt for finishing the
surface.
Where roads are very wide or very flat longitudinally the arrange-
ment of the template may require modification; where gullies are
placed in the channel itself the usual artificial gradients may, of
course, alter the shape of the road somewhat from point to point.
One method of obtaining this quickening of crossfall towards ,the
gullies is to adopt the alternate bay construction.
Ball Test for Surface Hardness.
This test consists of placing a |-in steel ball in a holed steel plate
2 ft. x 2 ft. X J in. on the concrete surface, as shown in Fig. 114,
and applying a load by means of a motor-lorry and jack. The ball
is thus pressed into the concrete and the loads registered until the
ball has penetrated J in., when the load comes directly on to the plate.
The test is very simple, and is useful for determining whether the
curing process has been satisfactory or not, and whether the surface
is sufficiently hard to withstand steel tyres of heavy traffic.
JEXAMPLES OF THE USE OF CONCRETE FOR IMPROVING ROADS
1.	Widening at Bends.
This has already been alluded to in an earlier chapter. Concrete
is exceptionally suitable for widening or improving the supereleva-
tion at bends; it can be lai'd on the inside or outside of the bend as
a mere addition, leaving the old roadway almost untouched. Thus
a concrete strip supporting the $dges of the existing road-metal is
obtained. Outside widening, together with suprelevation at a bend,
may prove a most valuable improvement where inside widening is
impossible.
2.	Widening Narrow Macadam Roads.
As shown in Figs. 91 and 93, Concrete strips may be laid at each
side of a narrow roatl without disturbing the surface, except perhaps
by re-surfacing with a bituminous wearing course. In such cases the
camber may be reduced by raising the concrete strips or channels
about the edges of the old macadam. An example of re-Surfacing
an old concrete road with bituminous wearing course is shown in
Fig. 115.

